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In complementary DNA (cDNA) microarray experiments, the measure-
ment of interest is signal intensity ratio of spots. Each spot have four types
of pixel intensities namely red foreground, green foreground, red background
and green background. The uncertainty associated with the intensity ratio of
a spot depends on the correlations between intensities of these pixels. In this
article, we propose a method to estimate correlations between various types
of pixel intensities within a spot using a modified form of Moran’s I spatial
autocorrelation. We estimate these correlations for eight selected spots from
image files downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database.
These estimated correlations are used for finding the uncertainty associated
with each of the selected eight spots using the theory of error propagation.
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We observed that the estimated uncertainty associated with intensity ratio
of a spot is less if we consider the correlation between various pixel intensities
compared to assuming zero correlation.
keywords: Microarray, cDNA microarray, Pixel intensity ratio, spatial au-
tocorrelation, Moran’s I, Uncertainty.
1 Introduction
Microarray technologies are the most successful methodologies for high-throughput and
large-scale genomic analyses. The complementary DNA (cDNA) microarray technolo-
gies initially were designed to measure the expression levels of RNA transcripts derived
from thousands of genes within a genome in a single experiment at a time. However,
cDNA microarrays in biomedical research are not limited to detection of gene expression
level. This technology helps to relate physiological cell states to gene expression patterns
for studying tumors, diseases progression, cellular response to stimuli, and drug target
identification. cDNA microarrays are also used to detect single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs), alterations in gene copy-number, aberrations in methylation patterns,
alternative RNA splicing, and pathogen detection etc. Thus microarry technology plays
significant role in genomic analyses (Trevino et al., 2007).
A cDNA microarray is a glass slide or nylon chip of size that varies from 0.5 x 0.5 cm to
2.5 x 7.5 cm on to which thousands of probes (portions of single stranded DNA) are fixed
using robotic spotting. Each spot contains several copies of known DNA sequence which
is reverse complement to a target RNA sequence (Samavi et al., 2006). In a typical cDNA
microarray experiment, the first step is to extract the cellular messenger RNA from
diseased and normal cells and then reverse transcribed into cDNA and labelled with two
different fluorescent dyes, one with fluoresce green (Cy3) and the other with fluoresce red
(Cy5). These samples are then purified, mixed together and simultaneously hybridized to
microarray chip. Later, the microarrays are washed, dried and passed through two laser
beams. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used to capture the fluorescent lights emitted
from these two lasers and an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) converts the intensity
of the red and green light from each spot into digital signal. The idea behind microarrays
is to compute unique signal for each gene that is directly proportional to the quantity of
mRNA that was hybridized on the chip (Baldi and Hatfield, 2002). In cDNA microarray
experiments, the measurement of interest is average of red to green pixel intensity ratio
at each spot that gives the expression level of a particular gene in a diseased sample
compared to normal. For a spot, let R¯f ,R¯b, G¯f and G¯b denote the average foreground
red pixel intensity, average background red pixel intensity, average foreground green
pixel intensity and average background green pixel intensity respectively. Then the
background corrected intensity ratio for a spot is given by (Causton et al., 2009).
Y =
R¯f − R¯b
G¯f − G¯b
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The estimated value of any measurement may deviate from the true value and this devi-
ation is called error or uncertainty associated with that estimate. In cDNA microarray
experiments, the measurement of interest is gene expression level which is measured as
the background corrected intensity ratio and this estimate of signal intensity measure-
ment may have errors or uncertainty. This uncertainty could be due to the contribution
of errors associated with several components in the experiment like probe and chip used,
hybridization, dye and scanner used, pin geometry in a slide etc. Usually the estimate of
uncertainty for intensity ratio of each spot is reported by standard deviation by assuming
the pixel intensities as independent (Binu et al., 2012).
Using the method of error propagation we can derive the uncertainty associated with
background corrected intensity ratio as a function of uncertainty in individual pixel in-
tensities. Due to the presence of chip artefacts, there will be correlation between various
pixel intensities between red foreground (Rf ) and red background (Rb) ; between green
foreground (Gf ) and green background (Gb) ; between red foreground (Rf ) and green
background (Gb) ; between green foreground (Gf ) and red background (Rb) ; between
red foreground (Rf ) and green foreground (Gf ) ; between red background (Rb) and
green background (Gf ) within a spot. Binu et al. (2012) demonstrated that the uncer-
tainty in the estimate of intensity ratio depends on the correlation between various pixel
intensities. The correlation between intensities of green and red foreground pixels in a
spot can be calculated using Pearson correlation coefficient. Similarly, we can estimate
the correlation between intensities of red and green background pixels using Pearson
correlation coefficient. This is because we have paired values of intensities for red and
green foreground pixels as each of the pixels in the foreground and background of spot
have both red and green intensity values. However, it is not straightforward to estimate
the remaining four correlations (between red foreground and red background; between
green foreground and green background; between red foreground and green background;
between green foreground and red background) by means of Pearson correlation coef-
ficient as position wise pairing is not possible for these four types of pixels in a spot.
Hence we have to look for alternative methods to estimate these correlations.
In this article, we propose a method to estimate these correlations using an expres-
sion that is similar to spatial autocorrelation measure proposed by Moran (1950). We
estimate the correlation between various pixels intensities using a modified Moran’s I au-
tocorrelation. With these correlations we estimate the errors associated with background
corrected intensity ratio of spots, using the theory of error propagation.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Estimation of correlation between various pixel intensities in a
spot.
The correlations between intensities of green and red foreground pixels as well as back-
ground pixels were estimated using Pearson correlation coefficient. The remaining four
correlations (between Red foreground and Red background; between Green foreground
and Green background; between Red foreground and Green background; between Green
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foreground and Red background) were estimated using a modified form of Moran’s I
spatial autocorrelation measure. Moran’s autocorrelation coefficient (often denoted as
I) is an extension of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient to a univariate series
(Cliff and Ord, 1975), which is successfully applied in 2D image analysis (Chen et al.,
2003). It is based on cross-products of the deviations from the mean and is calculated
as,
I =
n
S0
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij(xi − x¯)(xj − x¯)
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
, (1)
where x¯ is the mean of the variable x , n is the number of observations for the variable x,
wij is the distance-based weight given to each pair (i, j), and is given by
1√
(p−k)2+(q−l)2
where (p,q) is the co-ordinate position of ith observation and (k,l) is the co-ordinate
position of jth observation and S0 is the sum of all wij ’s:
S0 =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
wij .
We can rewrite the equation (1) as,
I =
n
S0
X ′WX
X ′X
(2)
where,
X =

x1 − x¯
x2 − x¯
.
.
.
xn − x¯

and
W =

w11 w12 . . . w1n
w21 w22 . . . w2n
...
. . .
...
wn1 wn2 . . . wnn

In the present study, we are interested to estimate the correlation of intensities between
foreground and background pixels that are placed in two different locations within a
spot. We can consider the intensities of n1 foreground pixels as one set of observations
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and the intensities of n2 background pixels as another set of observations in a spot. The
Moran’s I given in equation (1) is defined only for a set of n observations and giving
weight for each pairs. In the current situation we are interested in how foreground pixels
are correlated with background pixels; therefore we modified the weight matrix in such a
way that each foreground- background pixel pair will get a weight based on the distance
between the pixels and all other pairs will get a weight of zero.4. Even though there are
different distance functions, Euclidean distance is most often used distance function in
spatial analysis (Shahid et al., 2009). So inverse of the Euclidean distance is taken as
weight in this work. The correlations obtained using equation (2) for a spot was used
for estimating the uncertainty associated with background corrected intensity ratio of
that spot.
The minimum and maximum of Moran’s I ranges from -1 to 1. If the weight matrix
W is a symmetric matrices then the extreme values of the quadratic form X’WX/X’X
for all X in R are simply the smallest and largest eigenvalue of W (Jong et al., 1984;
Bellman et al., 1970). If the weight matrix W is not symmetric, the extreme values of
the quadratic form can be found by noting that X’WX= X’SX, where S = (W + W’)/2,
so the extreme values of the quadratic form is the smallest and largest eigenvalues of S.
We have taken 21 by 21 pixel grid size for each selected spot because 21 by 21 is
considered as boundary of the spot grid. If we take more than 21 by 21 it will lead to
overlap between the pixels of nearby spots. We calculated the range of Moran’s I based
on the weight matrix which is not symmetrical and we found that Moran’s I ranges from
-1.85 to 1.85.
3 Estimation of the uncertainty associated with intensity
ratio of a single spot
It was observed that the uncertainty associated with the final intensity measurement
depends on the correlation between intensities of various pixels within a spot. Using the
calculated correlations we estimated the uncertainty associated with the intensity ratios
of the selected eight spots by theory of error propagation. The uncertainty associated
with the final intensity ratio is estimated using the Theory of error propagation by
σ2y = JxCxJ
′
x (3)
where, Jx is called Jacobian (or sensitivity) matrix, and Cx is called variance-covariance
matrix Binu et al. (2012).
The Jacobian and the covariance matrix in this case are given by
Jx =
(
∂y
∂R¯f
∂y
∂R¯b
∂y
∂G¯f
∂y
∂G¯b
)
=
(
1
G¯f−G¯b
−1
G¯f−G¯b
−R¯f−R¯b
(G¯f−G¯b)2
R¯f−R¯b
(G¯f−G¯b)2
)
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Cx =

σ2Rf σRfRb σRfGf σRfGb
σRbRf σ
2
Rb
σRbGf σRbGb
σGfRf σGfRb σ
2
Gf
σGfGb
σGbRf σGbRb σGbGf σ
2
Gb

where σ2Rf ,σ
2
Rb
,σ2Gf and σ
2
Gb
are the variances of intensities of red foreground pixels, red
background pixels, green foreground pixels and green background pixels respectively.
The off-diagonal elements are the covariance between the intensities of all possible pairs
of the above four types of pixels in the spot. Covariances were obtained by multiply-
ing the correlations between corresponding pairs of pixels obtained with their standard
deviations. Using equation (3), we have
σ2Y =
σ2Rf + σ
2
Rb
(Gf −Gb)2 +
(Rf −Rb)2(σ2Gf + σ2Gb)
(Gf −Gb)4 − 2
σRfRb
(Gf −Gb)2 − 2
(Rf −Rb)2(σGfGb)
(Gf −Gb)4 −
2
(Rf −Rb)
(Gf −Gb)3 [σRfGf − σRfGb − σRbGf + σRbGb ]
(4)
The proposed modified Moran’s I were obtained for selected eight spots from the im-
age file which is publically available in Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM16390). These are the im-
age files from dual channel microarray experiment of Atlantic Salmon Head Kidney
Study. This study is to identify the differentialy expressed genes in two situations such
as non-infected and infected Salmo salar head kidney. Non-infected Salmo salar head
kidney is labeled with Cy3 and Piscirickettsia salmonis-infected Salmo salar head kid-
ney with Cy5. The image taken from the database contains 24 blocks and each block
contains 196 spots, i.e. 1414 rows and columns of spots. We have taken 8 spots from the
first block for the current study. We used GenePix Pro7 software (Molecular Devices,
Inc, USA) for pixel intensity extraction from the image files and we also used R (version
3.0.1) for fixed circle segmentation, estimation of correlations and uncertainty for each
spot. For each of the selected 8 spots we estimated the uncertainty associated with back-
ground corrected intensity ratio using equation(4). We also estimated the uncertainty
associated with intensity ratios by assuming zero correlation between the various type
of pixels of the spots.
4 Results
We have estimated correlations between intensities of various types of pixels for selected
eight spots. The correlation of pixel intensities between foreground and background of
the spot is estimated using the Moran’s I index. Correlation between red and green
pixel intensities of foreground as well as background is estimated using Pearson corre-
lation coefficient. The correlations estimated using Moran’s I and Pearson coefficient
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are given in the Table 1. Using these correlations of pixel intensities, we estimated the
uncertainty associated with the intensity ratios of the selected eight spots by theory of
error propagation. We also estimated the uncertainty associated with the intensity ratio
of the eight spots by assuming zero correlation between intensities of various pixels of
a spot. Table 2 gives the values of estimated uncertainty associated with the selected
eight spots. For each of the 8 spots used in our study, we observed that the uncertainty
estimated using the estimated correlations is less compared to the uncertainty estimated
by assuming zero correlations between the pixel intensities.
Table 1: Estimated correlation values for selected eight spots
Modified Moran’s I value between Pearson r value between
Spot no Rf and Rb Gf and Gb Rf and Gb Gf and Rb Rf and Gf Rb and Gb
S3 -0.3313 -0.3316 -0.4334 -0.4203 0.8294 0.7399
S4 -0.3590 -0.3036 -0.3965 -0.4329 0.8231 0.7058
S7 -0.3956 -0.5492 -0.6035 -0.4033 0.6127 0.5667
S8 -0.4635 -0.5692 -0.6919 -0.3913 0.6653 0.6604
S11 -0.5033 -0.4687 -0.6072 -0.4960 0.5496 0.5394
S12 -0.6400 -0.7201 -0.7265 -0.6442 0.1843 0.3794
S19 -0.6556 -0.6555 -0.6207 -0.7144 0.6087 0.5629
S20 -0.5104 -0.4932 -0.4674 -0.6515 0.7695 0.6810
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Table 2: Estimated intensity ratio and uncertainty associated with background corrected
intensity ratio for selected eight spots
Uncertainty
Spot no Intensity Ratio(IR) with correlation without correlation
S3 0.9989 0.1767 1.4119
S4 1.0424 0.2206 1.5662
S7 1.4006 0.8416 2.1763
S8 1.5344 0.5863 1.7540
S11 1.3794 0.4949 1.2389
S12 1.3032 0.4876 0.6154
S19 0.7955 0.1087 0.2805
S20 0.7572 0.0869 0.4215
We computed the Spearman’s rank correlation between the six estimated correlations
given in the Table 1 with the estimated uncertainty given in column 3 of Table 2. The
estimated Spearman’s rank correlations are given in Table 3. The values of estimated
correlation between the Gf and Rb is observed to have positive correlation with estimated
uncertainty and the remaining five correlations are observed to be weak.
Table 3: Estimated Spearman’s rank correlation between various pixel intensity correla-
tions and estimated uncertainties
Rf and Rb Gf and Gb Rf and Gb Gf and Rb Rf and Gf Rb and Gb
Spearman’s
correlation 0.29 -0.14 -0.33 0.74 -0.33 -0.33
5 Discussion and Conclusion
According to us, this is the first study that attempts to estimate the correlation be-
tween intensities of various types of pixels in a spot. In 2005, Claus et al., compared
five spatial correlation structures like exponential, Gaussian, linear, rational quadratic
and spherical for selected genes that accommodate errors by allowing the spatial corre-
lation among pixels in the microarray slide (Ekstrøm Claus et al., 2005). In this study
the authors considered only the immediate neighbouring pixels in the spatial correlation
models. In 2010, Bergmann et al., proposed two quantities as measure of spot quality
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which uses the spatial correlation between intensities of pixels in a spot. The main
limitations of proposed methods are the assumption of multivariate normal distribution
of intensities of pixels in the spot which may not be always true and considered only
correlation between neighbouring pixels (Bergemann and Zhao, 2010). In 2012, Binu
et al., studied the role of correlation between pixel intensities within a spot in cDNA
microarray chip on uncertainty estimation. In that study the authors assumed equal
correlation between the various types of pixel intensities of spot which is not true. This
study demonstrated the importance of correlation between the intensities of pixels while
estimating the uncertainty associated with each spot. The estimated uncertainty asso-
ciated with the intensity ratio of each spot in a microarray chip can be used in further
analysis which may change the statistical inference about the expresion level of genes.
Hence it is recommended to consider correlation between intensities of various types of
pixels in a spot while estimating the uncertainty associated with those spots.
In cDNA microarray experiments, the measurement of interest is gene expression
level which is measured as the background corrected intensity ratio and this estimate of
signal intensity measurement may have errors or uncertainty. Usually the estimate of
uncertainty for intensity ratio of each spot is reported by standard deviation by assuming
the pixel intensities as independent. This uncertainty could be due to the contribution
of errors associated with several components in the experiment like probe and chip used,
hybridization, dye and scanner used, pin geometry in a slide etc. Due to these chip
artefacts, there will be correlation between various pixel intensities. The uncertainty
associated with the estimated intensity ratio depends on the correlation between the
intensities of various types of pixels in a spot. So we have estimated the correlation
between various pixels intensities in a spot using a modified form of Moran’s I spatial
auto correlation index and Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. We observed
that the estimated uncertainty associated with intensity ratio is less if we consider the
various pixel intensities correlations compared to assuming zero correlation in a spot.
Hence it is recommended to consider correlation between intensities of various types
of pixels in a spot for estimating uncertainty associated with the intensity ratio. The
estimated uncertainty thus obtained can be change the statistical inference about the
expression level of genes in microarray experiments.
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